YCH ACADEMY PRACTITIONERS’ COURSES
Based on the true
principles of Yi Jing
Ba Gua, discover
the world of ancient
Feng Shui and move
to a place of
mastery in your life.

Led by Boon, only daughter of
Grandmaster Yap Cheng Hai,
the courses are based on the
culmination of a lifetime of
analysis, interpretation and
application distilled through
Grandmaster Yap’s 50 years
of experience.
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YCH ACADEMY FENG SHUI
PRACTITIONERS’ COURSES
Based on the true principles of Yi Jing Ba Gua,
discover the world of ancient Feng Shui and
move to a place of mastery in your life.

How You Will Benefit

Who Should Attend

• Acquire in-depth knowledge of
Classical Feng Shui not
available elsewhere, and of
each School and System of
Feng Shui.
• Gain first-hand, the vital secrets
and skills of effective application
that truly differentiates this
lineage from the rest.

Passionate amateurs and
professionals including:

On Completion, You Will Be
well-placed to be a respected
Practitioner with the knowledge
and critical skills to benefit
yourself and others.

Led by

Master
Boon Yap
An international
Feng Shui
consultant and
teacher, is a
scientist by
academic training.
Her father is
Grandmaster Yap
Cheng Hai, the wellrespected scholar,
teacher and
practitioner of Feng
Shui, who in recent
years brought this
classical Eastern
wisdom to the West.

• Beginners with academic
or practical interests.
• Self-taught practitioners in
search of formal instruction.
• Experienced practitioners
who wish to complement
their knowledge and refine
their skills.
• Those who seek clarification
between ancient and other
versions.

“My vision is to promote a
deeper understanding of this
ancient wisdom worldwide, so
people can use Feng Shui as a
way of life to attain fulfilment
and for the betterment of all.”
– Master Boon Yap

Boon Yap, Feng Shui Master and director of Feng Shui for
Enriching Lives, teaches Feng Shui in various parts of the Asia Pacific
region and consults worldwide. She is being called on more and more
to bring the ancient Eastern wisdom of Feng Shui to people in both
Eastern and Western countries.
She has been immersed in Feng Shui all her life, as her father is
the well-respected scholar, teacher and practitioner of Feng Shui,
Grandmaster Yap Cheng Hai.
Master Boon honed her early knowledge of Feng Shui through
formal study, where the logical and analytical basis of Feng Shui spoke
to her trained scientific mind. She believes the multi-faceted aspects of
Feng Shui need to be better communicated as it is a complex discipline
and not easily presented in one simple drawing.
Her courses and practice follow her father’s holistic approach to the
various schools of Feng Shui. Grandmaster Yap was the first to
amalgamate all the major systems, eking out the essence of the
knowledge from the major philosophies to find the ultimate solution for
each situation. Master Boon particularizes Feng Shui to take into
account the person or the building as she says one size does not fit all.
Master Boon promotes a deeper understanding of this ancient
wisdom and provides her expert Feng Shui know-how to those who
wish to enrich their lives through living in harmony with the forces of
nature.
She also runs a successful business consultancy in strategic
marketing and international business development for the biomedical
industry throughout Asia Pacific. She holds an MSc in medical
research, plus an MBA.
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Elementary Feng Shui
Practitioner's Course
OVERVIEW
It begins with understanding the ancient Classics,
followed by principles on Forms, Eight Mansions and
an introduction to timing influences. It concludes with
highlights of practical application.

This accredited course is for the discerning; those
keen to learn the real thing that has been tried-andtested through its 5000 year history. It is the first in
a series on Feng Shui, directly from Grandmaster
Yap's family.
The knowledge from this source is the culmination
of analysis, interpretation and application from select
Grandmasters in their field through the millennia,
including the special insight and experience of
Grandmaster Yap Cheng Hai, distilled through his
50 years of practical experience.
This Elementary Course is structured to provide the
groundwork for all subsequent learning. It presents
the fundamental principles, knowledge of the major
systems, and the vital secrets of effective application that have been proven to work.

OUTLINE

This Course is very intensive and is delivered in an
accelerated learning format. On completion, you will
possess the knowledge and critical skills to
effectively apply Feng Shui to benefit yourself and
others.
Interested students may continue to advance their
knowledge through three more levels, including
Practical Graduate level.

A Certificate will be awarded
by the YCH Academy on completion.

| Fundamentals | External Forms | Ba Zhai | Time Element |

FUNDAMENTALS

E X T E RN A L F O R M S

Understanding
Classical Feng Shui
• Brief Definition of Feng Shui
• Concept and Theory of Qi
• Universe as the Tai Ji
• Yin and Yang
• Development of the Ba Gua
• Feng Shui in the Scheme
of Nature
The Ba Gua
• The Early Heaven Ba Gua
• The Later Heaven Ba Gua
The 5 Transformations of Qi
• Introduction to the 5
Transformations
• Relationships between
these 5 Transformations
He Tu
• Numerical Representation
• Relationship with the 5
Elements
• Relationship with the Ba Gua
Luo Shu
• Numerical Representation
• Relationship with the 5
Elements
• Relationship with the Ba Gua
Systems of Feng Shui
• San He
• Ba Zhai
• San Yuan
• Xuan Kong Da Gua
Quality of Qi
• Sheng Qi
• Sha Qi

Quality of Qi from Environment
• General Form of Land and
Building
- Productive Forms
- Destructive Forms
• Location of Land and Building
- Productive Forms
- Destructive Forms
4 Heavenly Animals
• Application of Heavenly
Animals
- Productive Forms
- Destructive Forms
General Forms of the
Environment
• Shape of the Land
• Door Considerations
• Rivers and Roads
• Killing Formation
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BA ZHAI
Introduction to Ba Zhai
Feng Shui
• East and West Life Derivation
• Derivation of the 8 Mansions
• The Greater Wandering Year
Transformation
• Definition of the 8 Mansions
• 8 Mansions of each Gua
Application of Ba Zhai
• Calculation of Ming Gua
(Life Trigram)
• Direction and Location
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• Nine Palaces vs Eight Pie Slice
• Key Factor Ranking and
Application
• Case Study and Small Tai Ji
Application
• Activation and Counter
24 Mountains Ba Zhai
• 24 Mountains
• 3 Combinations
• Na Jia (Secret Attribute)
• 24 Mountains Ba Zhai
• Case Study on Application
Basic Water Placement
• Basic Forms
• Luo Shu
• Ba Zhai
TIME ELEMENT
Why is Time Element
Important?
Ba Zhai Timing Influences
• Timing Calculation
• Application
Annual Timing Influences;
A Brief Introduction
• Tai Sui; The Deity of the Year
(Grand Duke / Jupiter)
• Sui Po; Year Clash
(Year Breaker)
• Sam Sha; 3 Killings
• 5 Yellow
• Master Killing Days

R E G I S T E R
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Here’s What They Say
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!
Just a few listing of the hundreds of participants' feedback
from all walks of life who have benefited from Boon's courses...

“The Yap Cheng Hai Academy
continues teaching in the
tradition of Classical Feng
Shui, teaching formulae and
secrets that are not widely
known or used by more
modern masters. Following in
her father's footsteps, Master
Boon delivers Feng Shui
training in a professional way,
and is strongly committed to
furthering and sharing her
knowledge. She encourages
questions in class and goes
out of her way to connect with
everyone, ensuring that there
are ample opportunities for
clarifying doubts and practical
examples. The courses are
structured so that students
have a clear idea of how the
formulae are to be applied.
Under Master Boon's tutelage,
students will gain insights into
the workings of this potent art.”
~ KWL
Feng Shui Practitioner
USA

“Master Boon is a great
teacher, teaching authentic
Feng Shui from a great
lineage. Her teaching is clear
and simple. She is friendly,
approachable and full of
integrity.
The only way to learn Feng
Shui properly is through the
right Master, and not from
books. The knowledge and
skill taught in the Elementary
and Intermediate courses are
far more valuable than those
contained in any Feng Shui
books and other courses that I
have attended.”
~ Anthony Lim
Sole Proprietor
Singapore
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For those of you who think this course is only for
Practitioners, think again!
“Dear Master Boon
Thank you for encouraging me to attend your Feng Shui
Elementary course in Port Dickson in November.
I was initially reluctant to attend as I thought it was a course for
Feng Shui practitioners. However, I found this course extremely
relevant even to lay persons like me who is only interested to use
Feng Shui to improve various aspects of my own life. Your course
was very easy to follow but at the same time gave much in-depth
knowledge and a deeper understanding from what we normally get
from reading Feng Shui books.
I especially liked the case studies you presented (which
summarised what we had learnt) and the opportunity for us to bring
our house plan as an additional case study. it gave us a chance to
practice what we had learnt in the course; and through practical
application, the learning process is so much more efficient.”
I am very much looking forward to attend your intermediate
course next year.
Thanks again and see you next year.
“The Course material is very detailed, very beneficial, very
comprehensive. Master Boon is very good. She is very patient and
very helpful with our questions and answers them very thoroughly.
A great teacher who is very knowledgeable and cares about how
well her students are learning the material. Practice on case
studies are very beneficial to aid learning.”
~ J.C. Lau
Senior Vice President
OSK Securities Bhd.
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
I am very happy about my Feng Shui journey with you, Master
Boon. Please accept my thanks for your kindness to me. Keep it
accessible and ‘user-friendly’, especially in advanced courses.
My sincere gratitude to the Yap Cheng Hai family.
“This is a genuine classical Feng Shui course. At the elementary
practitioner course level, it already reveals vast amount of
information. We were taught many secrets of application.
Master Boon has demonstrated such an unbelievable patience.
She ensured I learnt my material and correcting my 24 directions
chinese pronunciation in order that I have a solid grounding for
Intermediate.”
~ Nguyen Thi Huyen Chau
Dental Surgeon
Quebec, CANADA

More reviews, visit
www.MasterBoon.com/boon/WhatTheySay.html
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Study Retreat Venue
Rasa Sentosa Singapore
Come away to the peaceful and
serene surrounds of Rasa
Sentosa Resort.
In the quiet concentration you can better
immerse your senses and focus your mind in
pursuit of authentic classical Feng Shui.
This Study Retreat will bring a much more
positive interactive dimension to the whole
learning process.
The evenings can be used to discuss knowledge
learned during the day. It will not only be
stimulating but so rewarding, as the right Feng
Shui knowledge is priceless and yours forever.

Bring Your Family too!
Leave your cares behind but you don’t need to
leave your family behind. Bring them along to
enjoy the ambience of Sentosa Island. There
are white sand beaches to explore and an
inviting pool to cool off the heat of the day.
There are leisure and recreational activities for
all ages.
Course Fee includes accommodation for 2
nights, and meals for a single adult over 3
full days.
Bookings can accommodate 2 adults and 1
children. Meal package is for the enrolled course
participant only. Family members are welcome
to join course participants for the 2 dinner
events, but will need to book and pay in
advance.

REGISTRATION & ENQUIRIES

Rasa Sentosa Resort
101 Siloso Road, Sentosa
Singapore 098970
Tel:(65) 6275 0100
Fax:(65) 6275 1055
http://www.shangri-la.com/singapore/rasasentosa/en/
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Trading as FENGSHUI FOR ENRICHING LIVES
AUSPICIOUS VIBES SDN BHD (590430-H)
No. 46, Jalan SS1/24
47300 Petaling Jaya
Selangor DE, Malaysia
Tel:
+60 12 303 1991, +60 12 373 4398
Fax:
+60 3 7877 3959
Email: enquiry@MasterBoon.com
Website: http://www.MasterBoon.com
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